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Review list

   51 sold in past month

Yakitoko Engineering design for speci�c
high-quality materials to ensure excellent
braking force and quiet operation with
low dust.

The silent operation of the rubber core
multi-layer gasket provides higher
strength and sound insulation.

Protective transfer layer can extend the
life of the bearing and rotor.

No need for curing or machining, can be
installed and used directly.

High-tech coating technology, with anti-
wear and anti-wear function.

Price: $ 62.99

Quantity:    1 

Buy Now

Add to Cart

JT      2020-07-29 11:10:17

This kit is great. They are real easy to install. Everything is included. They
are really smooth when I press down the brake pedal. I would highly
recommend them. I would de�nitely buy them again - and if I need to
replace rotors and pads on my other car- I will look here �rst.

Ibuytoys      2020-07-30 13:24:33

Installed this kit on our '13 Sienna which are known for warped rotors,
ours was no exception. The Sienna is a heavy vehicle and need all the
help it can get in the braking dept. I'm also using the Power Stop brakes
kit on the front & rear of our '08 Explorer and it's a great product. Highly
recommended!!

JamesF22      2020-06-20 18:55:13

Best best quality, fast delivery, no noise, I work as taxi driver, I drive about
1000 mile in a week, no noise, no vibration

Customer      2020-08-17 08:47:29

Just did my �rst brake job. This kit came with every part I needed to do a
complete change out of the pads and rotors. Separately I purchased anti-
seize, and brake slider pin lube. Also brake cleaner. And a brake piston
compression kit.

EatLeadTalibanScum      2020-05-20 08:14:43

Better than the originals so far. I will update if I have issues down the
road. Nice and quiet, no screech or squeal.

David Crosby      2020-04-13 14:51:45

2011 Highlander �t perfectly! Took around 2 hours! Tip for everyone to
get the old ones o� you need to put a bolt into one of the middle holes.
Keep screwing it till you hear a LOUD pop. Then the old one falls o�.

Eric      2020-06-26 10:40:27

This is the second set of Power Stop brakes I bought for my cars. They
have been excellent on my 2009 Camry V6 for 2 years, and love them just
as much on my 2013 RX350 for the last 2 months. Ensure you research
how to properly break in rotors for best results!

Tanner      2020-08-25 19:34:13

Easy install, break-in was fairly simple. Brakes are working great so far
and working as they should (about 1000 mi.). I haven’t put too much
stress on them/heated them up. But, if something goes wrong, I’ll update
the review (if not, assume they’re great). Make sure you use the 8mm bolt
to take the old rotor o�, it makes it 100x easier for removal.

M. DeRoller      2020-06-13 14:16:12

I put these on a 2010 Toyota Highlander. These are my �rst set from
Power Stop, and my third set to replace. As someone else mentioned the
old rotors produced a bad vibration when braking from 55-0mph.
Installation was easy. So far they are performing better than previous.
Even the mechanics at GoodYear commented on them when I brought it
in for inspection, "look at this, drilled slotted rotors".

Bassam      2020-05-24 19:33:25

I was able to install this to my 2011 Sienna without any problem. It �t in
right away. The only negative is a strange noise once you start the car
early in the morning, but goes away pretty quick. And as people say, it is
very high power brakes so I like that. Overall I like it and would buy again.

Mike L      2020-02-10 12:09:13

I installed the rotors & pads on my 2009 Tacoma and did the
recommended break-in. The truck stops smoothly and quickly without a
sound. Great break kit!

Niki      2020-05-19 10:16:43

Great stopping power, they dust a little more then I would like, but the kit
was very complete and installed easily

STEPHEN H.      2020-04-10 16:38:21

Hardware has been installed on a 2009 Toyota Highlander for three
weeks and a few hundred miles. Installation was clean and the brakes
perform very well. Follow the break-in procedure that comes with the
parts. The performance was like night and day after perform the break-in
procedure.

A. Hammett      2020-05-19 11:29:14

Very nice brake kit. I wanted to wait a couple months before reviewing.
These are installed on my wife's 2012 Toyota Sienna AWD van. The
vehicle has just 43k miles on it but the stock rotors were trashed with
uneven wear. The pads were also tremendously dusty, making fresh
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clean wheels �lthy in a short amount of time. These are not rusty, nor do
the pads emit much dust. The emissions they do have is lighter in color
and easier to clean from the wheels. My wife isn't hard on brakes but she
commented that they feel "great".

anastassiya      2020-08-02 08:40:49

The brakes and rotors are good , installation was easy and only took
about 30 min. But when i recieved them on the rotors they had stickers
that said rear driver side and rear passanger side which got me a little
confused until i compared the size of my old rotors with the new ones.
Other than that they feel great and look pretty cool too.

T. Luggiero      2020-04-15 17:34:22

Installed on my 2014 Toyota Sienna. The brake pads are amazing have
have great bite to them. This van has never stopped so smoothly and
quickly before. Will be getting the rear kit soon. They look awesome too
and the rotors even felt heavier than the OEM ones.

P2      2020-05-27 16:47:26

Fit my 2016 Highlander XLE perfectly. Came with everything as described.
Now waiting on the rear kit to arrive; it was cheaper to purchase the
front/rear kit separately instead of the combined kit.

dnagoodman      2020-05-18 12:26:25

This is the 5th vechile I have put this brand and type of brakes on. They
work And �t great. Not a much of a noticeable di�erence of brake feel
over factory . However, when I towed a 1500lbs load I could really tell the
di�erence.

QCS      2020-05-26 18:07:07

Replaced the original brakes on a 2011 Sienna, which vibrated. Easy �t
and quick install. Braking power is signi�cantly better. Will cost half than
having the brakes replaced by the dealer and the results are much better.
Highly recommended.

Gregg T.      2020-03-09 08:34:27

Rotors went on just like OEM and look impressive. They are labeled "front
driver" and "front passenger" so you know where to put them. The rotors
have stayed rust free since installed. I still have OEM rotors on the rear
and when it rains there is always a little rust on them - but so far, none on
these. The brake pads come with all of the equipment needed, including
brake grease. The brake pads did not go in as easily as OEM pads, but it
was not a big deal. The break-in instructions were clear and easy to
follow. Braking is smooth and silent, with no vibration at all. The brakes
have a little bite to them as well, which I like.

Ilya      2020-05-25 19:07:34

This is 3rd set I installed on di�erent vehicles after vehicles reach 5 years
old. These work �ne, well balanced and help to eliminate vibrations while
braking.
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